Extendable ALLDOLLY & You Can Do it!
(Remove and replace any oven without help)

The AllDolly is the first material handling dolly designed specifically for installing, repairing and moving ovens, though the AllDolly can be used when servicing many other appliances as well.

Over the years the AllDolly has been used to move lots of things around the home as well as on the job.

With this simple procedure...

1. Free the oven and pull out about 2-3 inches — enough to clear the AllDolly’s sliding beam.
2. Roll the AllDolly into position, rotate leg panels away from the oven and lift support beam into position.
3. Adjust the support so the oven rests on the beam. Use the AllDolly to pull oven 3/4 of the way out.
4. Swing one leg around to the oven’s side, slide short beam up until it supports the oven, and Repeat with the other side.
5. The oven should now be supported by your AllDolly: off you go!

- Width adjusts from 31” up to 41” maximum.
- Height adjusts from 7” to 36”.
- Rotation of the legs does the job.
- Six non-marking casters, each rated to 75 pounds.
- Total capacity of well over 450 pounds.
- Made of zinc plated steel.
- Folds to 34” wide by 38” tall to only 4” deep!
- Weighs only 27 pounds.
- New Break-Down design.

Price for the Extendable AllDolly is $430 plus applicable sales tax, shipping & handling.
Orders shipped same day (when received by noon PST).
Price subject to change without notice